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Historical Perspectives on Colorado Drought

Colorado DroughtThe History and Future of
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Stephen Long a U S Army lieutenant who passed through Colorado in 1822 giving
his name to the most visible peak in Rocky Mountain Nationall ark wrote ofT the
entire block ofreal estate that included Kansas eastern Colorado and the Texas

panhandle as the great American desert II is assessment was much the same as

Pike Irho preceded him even as to the limiting factor of the plains

The Oreat

The Great Plains region is almost wholly unfit for cultivation and ofcourse

inhabitable by a people depending upon agriculture for their subsistence

Although tracts of lcrtile land considerably extensive are occasionally met

with yet the scarcity ofwood and water almost unifonnly prevalent will

prove an insuperable obstacle in thc way ofsettling the countTo

The Great American Desert
covered the Great Plains from

eastern Wyoming to the Texas
Panhandle including all of
Colorado east 01 the
Continental Djyide

fwe are 10 plan water supplies ofColorado s future a good place to start IS In the

understanding ofColorado drought its history its cycles hOv we measure it where
it comes from and how we might plan for its occurrence in the future Thc Drought
of 1999 2002 in Colorado has provided a rude awakening to droughts impacts on

modem life A mandate to respond has been sounded The time for decisive but

meaningful action requires that we humbly appreciate and understand nature s po er

who 1I011l0W whell

Johll F Kelllledy
1101 tiS

Page

where does precipitation come

wha

ilabilityWater ava

Drought cycles

might thewhatmpacts of drought

Drought is an insidious hazard ofnature Unlike tornadoes hurricanes floods and

fires it sneaks up on the unsuspecting as a series ofsunny hot summer days or a

period ofmild breezy weather during winter Drought builds slowly on itself until
has a major impact on our very exislence Water supplies dry up wells run dry and

crops whither If it is very severe cities and stales turn on one another to secure it

l
Frederic Remington the artist and Western historian understood the importance of
water 10 the West His famous painting The Fight for the Waterhole embodies the

very essence ofwater s importance to the Western way of life
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Historical Perspectivos on Colorado Drought

Tbe History and Futul8 of Colorado DrolJlht

A look at the past

The history ofdrought in Colorado can be traced through the analysis of two

important data records First is the modem or instrumentation record consisting of
actual measurements ofclimate variables at various locations throughout the state
This record generally dates from the present back to the late 19d1 century

Trees can grow
to be hundreds
to thousands yg
old and can

contain arnually
rgsolved records
01 climate facenturies to rrillenia

Second is the paleoclimatic record primarily derived from the analysis of tree rings
and extending backwards through history for sc eral hundred 10 over a thousand
years Vc will begin this section with a review urthe major droughts urthe 20th
century followed by a description ofpaleoclimatic specifically tree ring data
analyses and a summary ofmajor drought periods throughout the past 2000 years

Drought is clearly a common occurrence in Colorado but droughts rarely encompass
the entire state at any given lime Key points regarding Colorado drought are as

follows

less with

stale have
than 80 of

The most significant droughts of the instrumented period or since the turn ofthe past
century are listed in Table I Each drought period is characterized by when it
occurred the worst years ofthe drought and the portion of the state where the
drought was worst

Woody Guthrie once

sang

This old world is a

hard world for a dust
bowl refugee

Page 2

The most common droughts are ofshort duration 6 months or

aerial extents that vary with the seasons

Multi year droughts occur infrequently
Precipitation data indicate that most weather stations across the
experienced two or more consecutive years of prcCipitation less

average afew times during the 201h century

periods of the modern or Instrumented era
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l

Early turn ofthe century drought

A severe but briefdrought occurred 10 1890 particularly cast ofthe mountains
ollowed by a vcry wet year in 1891 Drought returned in 1893 with severe drought

occurring in 1894 again mosl pronounced over eastern Colorado This statewide
drought produced a sustained and very severe drought over southwestern Colorado
Worst drought on record occurred in the Durango area during this time

Now the wind grew
strong and hard

it worked al the rain crusl

in the com fields

little by little the sky
was darkened by the mixing

dust
and the wind felt over the

earth
loosened the dust and

carried it away

from The Grapes of
Wrath

written by John

Steinbeck

The major drought oflhe 20th century in lenns ofduration and spatial extent is
considered to be the 19305 Dust Bowl drought that lasted up to 7 years in some areas

of the Great Plains The 1930s Dust Bowl drought memorialized in John Steinbeck s

novel nit Grapes ofWrath was so severe widespread and lengthy that it resulted
in a mass migrallon ofmillions ofpcople from the Great Plains to the western U S in
search ofjobs and better living conditions

1950 s

With the Dust Bowl ofthe 30 s a d memory the stalcwidc drought ofthl
spurred major dcvelopment ofwater storage facilities across the state The
development ofthe Front Range water supply system may have been a product of the
fact that this drought was more scvere along the Front Range than in the 1930 s Its

Page 3

1930 s

Most widespread and longlstlasting and most famous drought in Colorado
recorded history Severe drought dcvelopld in 1931 and peaked in 1934 and early
1935 Interrupted by heavy spring rains in 1935 and more widespread heavy rains in
1938 Culminatcd with onc more extremely dry year in 1939 when several stations
along the Front Range recorded the driest year in 20ih century recordedJ history

s950

The Visionary Drought of the
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L

la 7

severe impact on the Colorado Front Range and only light to moderate impact on

mountain precipitation may have overly influenced water supply planners into using
it as a model ofsorts Unfortunately severe drought can simultaneously impact the
entire stale and negate a strategy based on plains drought but ample mountain snows

Colorado Drought Plan prompted
by 1970 s drought

An extreme hut briefdrought period returned for the fall of 1980 into the summer of
1981 This drought again took aim at the Colorado high country and ski industry and

initiatt1 a huge investment in snow making equipment It also stimulated the writing
of the Colorado Drought Response Plan and the formation of the Water
Availability Task Force which has been meeting at least once a quarter each year
since 1981

Assoo1ttdPrnslH ktOrOffSlu
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The Severe Mountain Drought of the 9705

Colorado s last period of sustained multi year drought in the 20th century occurred
from 1974 1981 The record breaking winter drought of 1976 1977 the driest
winter in recorded history for much ofColorado s high country and Western Slope
culminated this drought Statewide weather modification activities were launchti
during the winter seasons th hopes of increasing the mountain snow pack Only
limited success was reported before snows briefly returned to the mountains for
1979 1980

Snow making equipment in

operation

Fraction of Colorado in droughtFigure 1

Many ofthe drought dates presented in the preceding discussion and table arc

mirrored in the time series plot shown below The plot shows the fractional percent
ofColorado immersed in at least moderate drought from 1890 to 2002 It is clear that
the most prominent droughts in recorded history those with the longest time span
and largest aerial ettent occurred at the turn ofthe twentieth century I 890scarly

1900s the 1 930s the early to mid 1950s the mid tolate 1970s and the recent
1999 2002 drought

h
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Tree ring records can be

compared to

Instrumented periods to

devefop estimated Palmer

Drought Severity Index
records for hundreds of

years into thepast

Droughtof2002

Having considered the full extent ofrecorded droughts in the past 110 years
how does the Colorado drought of2002 compare with past droughtsThe

severity ofthe 2002 drought eclipsed many ofthe records established during
20th century droughts including those of the 19305 19505 and late 19705

is represented
Hydrologic

he comparative magnitude or this drought to other Colorado droughts
graphically in Figure 2 The 2002 drought produced the lowest Palmer
Drought Index seen during the modem instrumental period of record

PalmerHdrolrJglcal
OtoughllrO
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During the drought of2002 scientists at Ilydrosphere and the National Atmospheric
and Oceanic Administration collaborated to identify seerallrec ring records that
corrclate well with natural flows in Boulder Creek From these tree ring records

they wereable to generate estimates ofstream flows in Boulder Creek that extend
back as far as 1703

The data depicted in Figure3 show that the 2002 stream flows arc probably the
lowest that have occurred since 1725 iot onl that but the data anal zed in Ihe

tudy sug esl thai droughts la ting more than 15 ears haw occurred scwral

times within the past 300 ears 1I drosllhere 2002

Pages
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Stream Aow Based on Tree Rtng Evidence
Boulder Creek Near Ckodell

PToj etdflow or2002
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Tree ring
analysis of
streamflow

suggests that
the 2002

drought is the
severest to

impact
northeastern

Colorado In
almost 300

years
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Figure 3 Streamflow on Boulder Creek based on tree ring analysis near Ordel
Colorado that shows the comparative impact of droughts since 1700

Creek

Press

More than halfthe state has been in moderate drought during the droughts of the
1890 s 1930 s and the current drought of 1999 2003 However short term droughts
3 momh duration have previously covered as much as 80 of the slate and longer

duration droughts 24years have encompassed as much as 70 of the state

The data in Table 2 edited from a table
in r1cKee et al 2000 shows the

periods during which at least 60 of
Colorado was dr as determined by
the Standardiled Precipitation Index
Sill values for 24 month periods

Notc that the dates are not identical to

those discussed above as they were

determined using a different

methodology namely the SPI instead of
water year precipitation totals Ilowever it is clear that the 1999 2002 drought ranks
as one ofthe most severe to affect the state during the instrumented period ofnCord
The questiun remains how this drought compares to historical droughts ofthe past
300 to 500 years Paleoclimalology may prOide that insight

ears

cars

cars

cars

cars
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Hydrosphere qualified the regional significance ufthe study saying Boulder
is fairly representative ofmost of the northern Front Range and most of the
tributaries into the Colorado Big Thompson system as well Associated
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Trees can grow
to be hundr9ds
to thousands ye
old and can

contain amuaJly
resolvQd records
of climate for cenlun9s to mllenia

fJ t
I

Ufiif L

il ir

J

The yellow bars indicate the

drought periods in the tree ring
estimated PDSf charts The red
areas on theaccompanying
maps show the areas of

observeddrought
2002

Were a drought ofthis severity and duration to occur here today or in the future i
would have Woodhouse warns us considerable impacts now that the area now

includes a major rapidly expanding metropolitan area as well as large scale crop and

Page 7

Paleoclimatology of Colorado Droughts

Investigation ofdroughts that predalc the instrumentation period falls within the
realm ofpaleo limato logy One ofmany options tree rings can be utilized to
reconstruct records or past climate including precipitation drought stream flow
and temperature Trees at mid to high latitudes such as thosc found in Colorado
grow one ring per year and thc most reccnt ring is formed inside thc bark

A weahh oflong livcd moisturc sensitivc trees in this state make possible the
generation ofhighquality stream flow reconstructions that extend 300 to over 500
years into the past Variations in ring widths that arccommon from tree to tree
reflect droughts and other anomalies in elimate Woodhouse 2003

Having established a
gent
J3l understanding oftree ring analysis we can now look

at some examples of the application oftrec ring studies to dctennine historical
drought periods in Colorado Woodhouse et al 2002 provide a detailed account
ofthe impacts and implications ofa drought in the western Great Plains from 1845
1856 Tree ring based reconstructions ofstreamflow and Palmer Drought Severity
Index PDSI have been developed and clearly show the extensivc magnitude and
duration ofthis mid 1911l century drought

As depicted in Figure 4 the identified core area the shaded region of the 1845
1856 Drought encompassed much ofsoutheastern Colorado and the Front Range

I

r
G1
1

I

Woodhouse et alFigure 4 Core area of 18451856 drought

HDR Engineering Inc
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significance forlivestock production lIese impacts would have widespread
Colorado s society economy and ecology

In their review ofGreat Plains droughts over the past 2000 years Woodhouse and
Overpeck 1998 summarize saying the paleoclimalic data suggest a 1930s

magnitude nust Bowl drought occurred onceor twice a century onr the Phl
300 400 lears and a decadal Ienglh drought once cr 500 ears

lcoclimalic data

a 1930s
iiIllDl

the following

Historical documents tree rings archaeological remains lake sediment and
geomorphic data make it clear that the droughts orthe twentieth century
including those ofthe 19305 and 19505 wereeclipsed several times by
droughts earlier in the last 2000 years and as recently as the lale sixkCnth

century In general some droughts prior to 1600 appear to be characterized
by longer duration ie multidecadal and greater spatial extent than those of
the hentielh century Woodhouse and Oerpeck 1998

The United States map below Figure 5 was prepared by NOAA using a natIonal
tree ring data base that was used to prepare a standardized set of tree ring alues of
the Palmer Drought Severity Index POSI Henz and Badini 2002 prepared a

detailed comparison ofthe
tree ring growth index at

the four points shaded
within Colorado A

comparison of tree ring
dcried and instrumented

SPI and PDSI values for the

important Colorado drought
periods during the past 100

years was developed
Special attention was given
to recent period droughts

magllltude u t 80I

drought occurred once

or tnice a ccntury O C

lIela 1 00400 ears

and l decadaf Ienglh
drought once e er 500

ears

IIrpeck

treeiththat the drought periods correlation w

Figure 5

ofthe 1930s and 1950s to insure
ring derived drought periods

The dala in Table 3 is based on an analysis ofthe occurrence ofwet and dry decades
based on the tree ring PDSI of four data points in Colorado shon in the shaded area

in Figure 5 above The four sites ere used to analyze the occurrence historically of
droughts in the northemeastem southeastern southwestern and northwestern areas of
the state

Analyses ofthe Colorado sites produced similar depiclions ofet and dry decades
However a number ofdry decades that affected only the western or eastern halfof
the state were evident It should be noted that at least one dry deeade affects the
entire stale eaeh millennia

Page 8
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ngtree r

l

Tobie 3 Occurrences ofwetdry decodes from 1500 1995 based on

growth Index at Colorado data points In Figure 5

Wet Decade Very Dry Decade
Total

Events

3 20 s 60 s go s 2 OO s 70 s 5

3 20 5 40 5 60 s 2 30 s 70 s 5

2 10 50 s 2 10 s 30 s 4

2 20 5 30 s 2 50 5 60 5 4

2 0 5 20 s 2 30 s 505 4

2 0 22

1500 s

6oo s

7oo s

800

1900 s

I

ghl

I

Totals

From this historical perspective it appears that the current Drought of 1999 2002

likely has been exceeded in duration intensity and coverage by historical droughts
of the past Consider the occurrence ofcoincident droughts such as the one

apparent in the yellow bar on the graph 10 the right The eastern plains of
Colorado southwestern New Mexico and Baja Mexico all experienced a mulli
decade drought simultaneously Winter and spring drought conditions appear to
have been particularly severe in the Southwestern U S and northwestern Mexico
where this drought appeared to have lasted several decades 1625 1655 In other
areas drought conditions were milder suggesting drought impacts may have been
tempered by seasonal variations

The non traditional database ofhistoric tree ring analyses reported by
Woodhouse 2001 provides new opportunities for an indepth look at the past that
could open doors into the future ofColorado drought occurrence while linking
the infonnation to state stream now and water supply

In the graph tree rin
derived Palmer Or

Severity Indices wer

calculated from tree

across Southwester
New Mexico easter

Colorado and Baja
Mexico

What Is drought nut UVUryunu aglBus

Drought has many different meanings According to the Glossary of
Meteorology redition American Meteorological Society 2000 drought is
defined as a period ofabnonnally dry weather sufficiently long enough to cause

a serious hydrological imbalance

the definitionmay sound like a simple textbook characterization
with the following qualification

Whilcthis
continues

The solid yellow bar
indicates a coincide
severe drought in al
three locations in th
mid l500s

Drought is a relative tenn therefore any discussion in terms of
precipitation deficit must refer 10 the particular precipitation related

activity that is under discussion For example there may be a shortage of
precipitation during the growing season resulting in crop damage
agricultural drought or during the winter runoffand percolation season

affecting water supplies hydrological drought

Clearly there is no singular expression ofthe meaning of the term drought Not

only docs the meaning vary with the application context but it is also subject to

recycled content paper
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regional variation Documents
providl
d by the National Drought Mitigation Center

NDMe 2003 provide further insight into this multifaccltd phenomenon
Drought is a normal recurrent feature ofclimate although many erroneously
consider it a rare and random event It occurs in virtually all climatic zones

but its characteristics vary significantly from one region to another Droughl
is a temporary aberration it differs from aridity which is restricted to low
rainfall regions and is a permanent feature ofclimate

ItsDrought should not be viewed as merely a physical phenomenon or natural event

impacts on society result from the interplay between a natural event less

precipitation than expected resulting from natural climatic variability and the

demand people place on water supply Recent droughts in bolh developing and

developed countries have underscored the vulnerability of all societies to this

natural ha7ll rd Clearly defining drought is a multi faceted problem

How

The National Drought Mitigation Center classifies meteorological agricultural and
hydrological droughts as operational definitions ofdrought The Nn fC 2003

proves to be an invaluable reference providing four informative operational
definitions ofdrought Figures 6 8 illustrate the causes and eITects associated with
these delinitions

Operational definitionsis drought classified

Meteorological drought is usually an expression ofprecipitation s departure
from normal over some period oftimc These definitions arc usually region
specific and presumably based on a thorough understanding of regional
climatology The variety ofmeteorological definitions from different
countries at different times illustrates why it is folly to apply a definition of

drought developed in one part ofthe world to another

r

f
ac

f

Y
CIiIf L

1 4

drou2h

i 1
Great Britain 1936 15 consecutive days
with daily precipitation totals ofless than
0 25 mm

1964 80

period ofsix days withouta

Meteorological measurements are the first
indicators ofdrought

J i ure b lap of mefeorolo2ica
conditions iOAA CnC 2003

s
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AgriclJllural drollglu occurs when there is not

enough soil moisture to meet the needs ofa

particular crop at a particular time

A licultural drought happens after

meteorological drought but before hydrological drought Agriculture
usually the first economic sector 10 be affected by drought
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Figure 7 Map Illustrating agricultural drought conditions NOAA NCOC 2003

llydrologicaJ drouglll refers 10 deficiencies in surface and subsurface water

supplies It is measured as streamtlow and as lake reservoir and

groundwater levels There is a time lag between lack ofTain and less water in

streams rivers lakes and reservoirs so hydrological measurements are not

the earliest indicators ofdrought When precipitation is reduced or deficient

over an extended period of time this shortage will be reflected in declining
surface and subsurface water levels

OoougitIt 1

loo9T IIl I l

I I

Figure 8 Map of hydrological drought conditions NOAA NCOC 2003

Socioeconomic drolglII occurs when physical water sh0l1age starts to affeet

people indiidually and collectively Or in more abstract terms most

HDR Engineering Inc
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with the supply andsocioeconomic definitions ofdrought associate
demand ofan economic good

andFigure 9 illustrates the time lag between meteorological agricultural
hydrological drought
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Figure 9 Illustration of operational drought definitions NOMe 2003

Further the lag between different components ofthe hydrology is shoVvll in

comparing streamflow and groundwater responses Figure 10

o
c
o

o

c
o

o

o

o

response USGS 2003

YEARS

lag in hydrologic drought

2I
TIME
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Each ofthe definitions provided above has important contextual implications for the
state ofColorado Taken as a collective whole this account ufthe meaning of

drought will serve as the cornerstone that completes the foundation ofour

understanding ofColorado s drought history

Maasuling droughrs savBrity nut avaryona agl8ssl
In the past 100 years or so researchers scientists and government agencies have
established a complex net vork ofinstrumentation that is utilized for monitoring
climatic variables The key variables in terms ofassessing drought arc precipitation
snowpack and streamflow McKee e oJ 2000 enlighten us to their significance
stating these climate observation networks provide important data to analyze
current and historic droughts and rclate water availability to thc obscrved impacts
Furthennore years ofexperience have revealed that the types and levels ofdrought
impacts display a direct relation to the following drought characteristics

in comparison with historic

or dryness and the duration ofthe

the droughtimpacted byIS

Drought indices

Due to the impossibility ofanalyzing the voluminous climatic data collected every

day in real time simpler tools are needed to characterize droughts in a manner that
can be readily and effectively applied by water supply managers for immediate

decision making and future planning purposes This necessity has led to the

development ofa number ofdrought indices The NOMe 2003 describes drought
indices in a general sense as follows Drought indices assimilate thousands of bits

ofdata on rainfall snowpack streamflow and other water supply indicators into a

comprehensible big picture A drought index value is typically a single number far
morc useful than raw data for decision making

SeverityA number ofcomputational drought indices including the Palmer rough
Index 1DSl and the Standardized Precipitation Index S1I have come to

prevalence in the scientific community as means for assessing the severity ofa

drought Both ofthcse indices are employed by the state ofColorado for drought
monitoring and planning purposes Other common drought indices include the

Palmer Crop i loisture Index C II and the Palmer llydrological Drought Index

PIIDI

The Palmer Drought Indices

Developed by Palmer 1965 the PDSI vas the first quantitative tool available for

assessing the severity ofdrought Although the specific details of these indices arc

quite complex the NCMC 2003 provides us with simple explanations ofeach

Page 13HDA Engineering Inc
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the water deficits arcMagnitude how large
averages

Duration how long the drought lasts

Severitycombination ofthe magnitude
drought
Aerial extent what area
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measures short term drought on a weekly
5 impacts on agriculture during the

The Palmer Crop Mois ure Index
scale and is used to quantify drought
growmg season

The Palmer Drought SeverilY blllet attempts 10 measure the duration and

intensity oflhe long term drought inducing circulation patterns Long tcrm

drought is cumulative so the intensity ofdrought during the current month is

dependent on the current weather patterns plus the cumulative patterns of

previous months Since cather patterns can change almost literally
overnight from a long term drought pattern 10 a long term wet pattern the

PDSI can respond fairly rapidly

The hydrological impacts ofdrought c g reservoir levels groundwater
levels etc take longer to develop and it takes longer to recover from them

The Palmer lIytlrologica1 Drought 1udel another long tenn drought index

was developed to quantify these hydrological effects The I IIDI responds
more slowly to changing conditions than the POSt

Advantages ofthe PDSt as outlined by
Alley 1984 include the following

lt

ncipieut wet spcl
ear normal

Incipienl dr suel
liId drough

0 5 to 0 99

0 9 to 0 9

0 5 10099

10 to 199

It provides decision makers with a

measurement ofthe abnonnality of
recent weather for a region
It provides an opportunity to place
current conditions in historical

perspective
It provides spatial and temporal
representations ofhistorical

droughts

An additional means for monitoring drought thc Surface Watcr Supply Index

SWSI is designed to complement the Palmer indices in the state ofColorado

where mountain snowpack is a key element ofwater supply This index is calculated

by river basin based on snowpack streamflOl precipitation and reservoir storage
NDMC 2003

Page 14

The Standardized Precipitation Index SPI

A more recent drought monitoring tool the SPI emerged from research conducted by
McKee e a1 1993 As before we turn to the NCDC 2003 for a straightforward
examination of this index
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IGH

00o

e

f

While Palmer s indices are watcr balance indices
that consider water supply precipitation demand

evapotranspiration and loss runaff the
Standardized Precipitatiolllldex is a probab
index that considers only precipitation

ity
wet

The index is negative for drought and positive for
wet conditions As the dry or wet conditions
become more severe the index lxcomcs more

negative or positive The SPI is computed by
NCDC for several time scales ranging from one

month to 24 months to capture the various scales
and long tenn drought

Extremely

Very wet

Ioderately
wet

ear norma

lOdcratel
dry
SeHrcl dry
E Ircmely dr

short tenn

2 0

5 to 199

to 149

to 0 99

10 1 49

to l99

2 0

ofboth

The sri has been used operationally to monitor conditions across Colorado since
1994 McKee el aJ 1995 This nationwide SPI map unmistakably illustrates the

severity of the 2002 drought across the entire state ofColorado and much orthe
southwestern United States

20 and above extremely wet

1 50 to 1 99 ery wet

1 0 to 149 moderitely wd

O 99to 699 near no lO

1 00 to 149

150 to 199

2 0 ald Jess

InOdefalely d y

SflVEfefy dry

exlfEfnely d y

CiI
Il
o
o
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CeerCOpyllght 02002 Nition1 OIougld Mitigation

2002 NOMe 200312 month SPI through the end of August11Figure

from
To bener appreciate the forces at work during a period ofdrought e first must take

a brieflook at the variability in precipitation across the state from both the

perspective oflocation and time Figure 12 depicts the annual precipitation found
across the state observe that annual precipitation and elevation are well correlated

By simply examining this figure and Figure 13 immediately below it one can infer
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the locations of the highest terrain in Colorado The topography ofColorado has a

major influence on the distribution ofprecipitation across the state A

WRCC 2003

6Page

Figure 13 Colorado topography
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Wind topography and precipitation

lbe sources ofatmospheric moisture are depicted in Figure 14 Clearly the

mountainous areas uflhe state are affected by moisture bearing winler winds from
the west to northwest The southcstern mountains favor wet winds from the
southwest from summer into fall and wintcr Upslope easterly winds from spring
into summer bring green fields to the eastern half oflhe slate and the southern
mountains Thus weather factors that innucnce the seasonal frequency and moisture
content ofthese winds have a major impact on Colorado s precipitation

nwr

I illmnwr I

Sources of atmospheric moisture in Colorado McKee et al 2000

A majonty ofthe seasonal snowpack that accumulates across the higher mountain

ranges ofColorado is produced between late fall and early spring This lime period
is ofparticular interest occause it is estimated that up to 80 ofCoJorado s surface
slreamjloworiginates from snowpack that accumulates during this period before

melting in the April to July time frame

Mountain snow pack provides
Al innifirJlnlwAIp rnllrr p

During the summer and early fall the jet stream becomes notably weaker if not

absent and convective i e thunderstonn activity becomes the primary source of

precipitation The moisture for this thunderstonn actiity derives largely from the

pattern commonly referred to as the Southwestern Monsoon The monsoon pattern
is defined by a general area ofhigh pressure or ridge in the mid levels 7 000
20 000 ft above sea level of the atmosphere develops over southern New

Mexico cstern Texas see Figure 15 The inOow ofmonsoon moisture is
detcnnined by this Oow The clockwise Oow ofmoisture around this area ofhigh
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pressuTC introduces moisture into Colorado from both the GulfofCali fomia and the

GulfofMcxico 100 000

thunderltorms bring

July Mean Flow at 18 000 Feet

from Douglas 1993

The data in the preceding figure is analogous to an area ofhigh pressure at

approximately 18 000 ft above sea level Droughts that have occurred during the

summer and Early Fall period arc typically associated with an unseasonable

north vard migration ofthis area ofhigh pressure resulting in two physical impacts

The first impact would cllt ctively funnel the rich sub tropical moisture to areas

further west of Colorado in the direction ofCalifornia Arizona and Utah The

second impact is that a more local presence oflhis mid level ridge over the state can

result in relatively wanner temperatures at these levels Unseasonably wann air

between 10 000 and 20 000 ft above sea level can act as a lid on the atmosphcrc
acting to suppress the strength ofconvectivc activity across the region which rcduccs

the occurrences ofsummer thunderstonns The longer tenn persistence of this ridge
over Colorado can result in below nonnal amounts ofprecipitation on a more

widespread basis

Jet streams storm tracks EI Nino s and La Nina s

The production ofprecipitation across the stale is attributed 10 the general positioning
and strength of the jet stream which typically traverses the state in a west tocast

manner during winter and spring A majority of the moisture that falls across the
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slate originates from the Pacific Ocean This moisture is essentially transformed into

precipitation by the following mechanisms either singularly or in combination

traveling along the jet stream and

the forcing ofair across the mountains barriers which also provides the lift
needed to cool and condense water vapor in the airand produce precipitation

In early spring Pacitic hased storm systems can effectively draw in low level
moisture from the Gulfof Mexico and generate exceptionally high amounts of

prtcipitation east orlhe Continental Divide a fine example of this scenario is the

mid March bliuard of2003 across the northern Front Range

To assess the impacts ofdrought during the laic fall to early spring period one

should look at the longer term positioning ofthe jet stream at this time ofyear and

the factors that may influence it The dominant cause ofwintertime jet stream

variability over western and central North America is the El Nino Southern
Oscillation ENSO which is essentially a shining ofrelatively warm and cold

surlace waters and subsequent wind patterns across the equatorial Pacific Ocean

The general effects of EI Nino and its counterpart La Nina can be found in Figure
6

It fndkU n Cl nlnfoiCEI f S

Figure 16 Typical January March weather anomalies and atmospheric
circulation during moderate to strong EI Nino La Nina CPC 2001
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Page 20

In general EI Ninos arc typically associated with conditions ofhigher moisture over

Colorado while La Ninas have been typically been associated ith drier than average
conditions over the state during winter These relationships tend to be more robust in

the southern regions orlhe state However it should be noted that the extreme

nearly statewide drought during the winter of2001 2002 ENSO was not in a

conclusive EI Nino or La Nina state Regardless ofthe state of ENSO Of other
climatic factors that are currently being examined either a lack of Pacific moisture a

lack ofstorms with the jet stream in strength or numbers or both can be linked to

periods ofwintertime drought

In La Nina years the Pacific storm track tends 10 migrate further 10 the north and is

already in a less than idcal position 10 bring an adequate amount ofstorms in terms

ofnumbers and intensity for precipitation generation La Nina years have had a

greater tendency to produce drier than normal springs aeross the Front Range
Impacts of El Nino and La Nina on monthly precipitation at Denver and Grand
Junction can be seen in Figures 17 and 18
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El Nino and La Nina impacts on monthly Denver precipitation
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EI Ninos tend to create wet

years statewide

La Nina s tend to create
multiyear dry periods that
can accelerate into

ertended droughts

Precipitation variability across Colorado s major river basins

Due to the variability in climale and topography that definc Colorado s landscapes
is important to have an understanding ofdrought at a watershed level For many

water management and planning applications reports tcKee el al 2000

Colorado is divided into seven water divisions Fach oflhcse basins originates in

high mountain environments and descends through mountain valleys and e entually
drops to much lower clevations Thus we can roughly divide each basin into an
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mpacts on monthly Grand Junction precipitation

Note that in Grand Junction and Denver El Nino years tend to produce more

precipitation than in La Nina years In Grand Junction the impact is more noticeable

as a reduction oflatc summer and fall precipitation during La Nina years ith lesser

winter and spring impacts noticeable In Denver both winter and summer

precipitation is higher during EI Nino periods The heaviest EI Ninoprecipitation in

Denver is evident from late February inlo early June The recent Saint Patrick s Day
snowstorm ofttarch 17 20 is an excellent example ofan EI Nino assisted major
precipitation event From these four figures is quite evident that the El Nino and La

Nina patterns int1uence seasonal precipitation patterns differently cast and west ofthe

Continental Divide Thesc differences are also notable in the statc s river basins

EI Nino and La NinaFigure 18
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upper and lower basin based on approximate elevation and mountain proximity A

general picture of typical wet and dry periods in Colorado as well as the principle
demands in each water division are providtd for each ofthe seven major Colorado

river basins Figure 19 Note the great variability in precipitation across dilTerent

seasons and different regions An understanding ofthc various regional demands is

important in order to detennine the impacts ofdrought on a particular area ufthe

state
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Colorado Water Conservation Board

Dry Periods by River Basin

Based on the 24 month Standard Precipitation Index
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Figure 20 Plot 01 drought severity by year lor malor Colorado River Basins based on 24 month

Standard Precipitation Index created by ewes Stanton and Busto 1997

Figure 20 was prepared by the Colomdo Water Conservation and presents the periods
of moderate severe and extreme drought by basin since the latc 1800s The figure
shows that major droughts rarely impact all or Colorado s major river basins

simultaneously When they do as noted in the 1890s the 1930s the 19505 and the

1970s the impacts are significant On the other hand many regIOnal droughts occur

almost every decade that impact only one or two basins for periods ofone to two

years

Drought is a very frequent visitor to Colorado Single season droughts with

precipitation of75 or less ofaverage for one to three months in a row occur nearly
every year in Colorado Based on long tenn weather station records it as observed

that at least 5 ofthe state is experiencing drought on J to 24 month timesca1es

almost all ofthe time McKee elal 2000

the

gnos
t1any droughtobservers insist that drought cycles exist Some suggest thai

sunspot cycle of II years or a double sun spot cycle of22 years controls

Colorado s drought patterns Others claim that a J or 7 year cycle exists in

3IlIund comos aruundDruught cyclos what
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regional drought occurrence An ex tensive review by the Colorado Climate Center

on drought s cyclicity was inconclusive So can you believe what you want

An example ofhow new information can be developed through database mining
can be seen in Table 6 Table 6 shows a comparison from 1900 to 1999 ofdecadal

occurrences ofbasin spcci fie annual precipitation that is 2 inches or more above or

below average The base annual precipitation information was derived from Western

Regional Climate Center database Lets look at two fresh approaches to viewing the

information

2 01Tobie 6 Comparison of the Number of Annual Basin Precipitations
Average Decade
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Figure 21 Comparison of the difference between the numbers of annual basin

precipitation years 2 above and 2 below average summed by decade and by basin
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Table 6 shows some interesting basin specific information but lets concentrate for

the moment on the big picture The droughts ofthe 1930 s 1950 s and the 1970 s

show up signilicant decades ofbelow average precipitation in Colorado s major river

basins Wet periods also show up clearly Note the drought ofthe 1950 s was not

as sync from basin to basin as during the othcr droughts Ofequal importance is

the plotting ofthe deeadal changes from basin to basin as shown in Figure 7
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Figure 21 wasprepared by plotting the sum afthe basin decadal differences in the

number nf2 inch above and below annual precipitation events by dtCade for the
Platte Colorado Arkansas and Rio Grande basins This analysis portrays the

number of extrcmc events and their decadal changes
The precipitation rich decades of the 191 Os and 19205 and the recent wet 19805 and
19905 arc easy to pick out Conversely the drought or dry periods orlhe turn oflhe

century 19305 and 1950 s to 19705 can be looked at from a relative stance NOle

that the two wet periods orlhe past millennium appear to provide less durational

impact than the entire extended dry period orlhe 19305 through the 19705

The extended period oflhe dry 50s 60s and 70s offers an amazing difference in

duration and intensity compared to the spike ofthe Dust Howl 1930s WhyAre

there differences from basin to basin or do the basins operate more in tandem then

separationWhyPerhaps the answer is in the meteorological causes ofthe dry and
wet periods

o

c

Vi 2

3

o

20052000199

otka eMI
I

970 1975 1980 198 1990

Blue periods indicate La Nina periods
1950 1955 1960 1965

Red values Indicate EI Nino periods

1950 2003 Wolter and Timn 1998

El NinoSouthern Oscillation ENSO is the most important coupled ocean

atmosphere phenomenon to cause global chmate variability on interannual time

scales Wolter and Timn 1998 monitor ENSO by basing the Multivariate ENSO

Index MEI on the six main observed variables over the tropical Pacific These six

variables are sea level pressure P zonal U and meridional V components ofthe

surface wind sea surface temperature 5 surface air temperature A and total

cloudiness fraction of the sky C

Figure 22 shows the variation ofthis MEI index from 1950 to 2003 Note that the

red values above 0 5 indicate El Nino periods while the blue values of 05 or less

indicate La Nina periods Note the regular cycles of the E1 Nino and La Nina
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A clear way to merge the two data bases in Figures 21 and 22 can be seen in Table 7

Note thai the EI Nino or red periods coincides with periods ofabove nannal

precipitation in the Colorado river basins On the other hand the La Nina or blue
spikes coincides with the dry periods or decades in the Colorado River basins lbis

apparent relationship is rcncctivc ofan apparent cause effect relationship
Additional work will be required to answer the questions posed by this relationship
but it may hold a promising means ofanticipating above orbelow water yields in
river basins before the start orthe Water Year

Table 7 Comparison of the Number ofAnnual Basin Precipitation 2 01

Average Decode Compared to decodol EI Nino and La Nino Avg MEI
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Economic implications

Vhile the implications ofdrought in Colorado are numerous and have the potential
affect nearly every aspect of life in the state in some manner the most quantifiable
and welldefined consequences are economic in nature A memorandum dated Apri
30 2002 as sent from the Office ofState Planning and Budgeting to Governor

Owens 1lart 2002 The purpose of the memo was to provide an economic

impact estimate for the current drought in Colorado as per the State Drought
Mitigation and Response Plan

At the time the authors were not able to provide a thorough examination oflhe

impacts of the drought on Colorado s economy because there is little slatistical data
available at that point to analyze the impacts lienee this memorandum provides an

overview ofthe possible impacts Despite the fact that this memo was clearly
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written before the effects uflhe 2002 drought were fully realized the points
summarized within the document and reproduced below do provide useful insight
into the implications ofdrought in Colorado

The list in Table 8 reflects the state s primary economic concerns regarding drought
in the spring of2002 There arc however other economic sectors and other water
uses that arc impacted as well

Economic impacts of drought on Colorado tourism and agriculture
30 2002 Office of State Planning and Budgeting Memorandum

Table 8
from the Apri

Economic impacts of drought on Colorado tourism
Tourism and agriculture are the two primary sectors in Colorado s economy thaI win be
negatively impacted by the drouqht

Taurism spending injects approximately 8 5 billion into Colorado s economy and comprises
eiQht percent of the state s work foree

5 percent declinesales and aticketThe 1977 drought caused a 40 percent decline in ski lift
in emplovment althe ski areas

revenue from tourism a550 million in tax

from the drought
State and local government receive approximately
portion of which is at risk from a decline in tourism

on Colorado agriculture
force and comprises 3 5 percent

increased in Colorado while farm

Economic impacts of drought
lovs 3 9 percenl of waQes01work

In the 1977 drought the inventory of livestock actually
income from crops onlv declined 2 8 Dercent

major

To provide a more general overview ofthe ways in which drought may impact
Colorado we turn to McKee el al 2000 who elaborate on some of the state s

water demands First and foremost among water users is irrigated agriculture
Although recent years have seen the anival ofnew types ofcrops more drought
resistant crops and advanced irrigation techniques fanners still face many negative
consequences ofdrought Dryland crops such as winter wheat are particularly
susceptible to damage as a result ofshort droughts during the growing season Other
water demands subject to the possible wrath ofdrought include

and industrial water supplies note that approximately 50 or
waltris used for watering lawns and landscape during the

andfishing boatingrafting

municipal
municipal
summer

recreation in both the summer white water

winter skiing seasons

forests and environmental uses

4 hydropower
and

1

2

3
4
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Ecological implications

Ecological implications ofdrought in Colorado arcexacerbated by human activity in
the region Voodhouse el al 2002 suggest that the mid 19lh century drought
discussed later which is believed to have been a factor in the decimation ofbison

populations would have had a very limited effect on the bison population if human
activities had not been a factor Even today the fateful combination ofhumans and
drought continues to threaten the state s natural resources

lable

The state ofColorado rations its limited water supply through a complex system of
appropriative water rights Iluman uscs including agricultural municipal
hydropower and recreational uses withdraw every possible drop of water avai
to them

As a consequence ofthe governing water laws and the cxtensive development ofland
and water promoted therein some rivers havc been drawn critically low and some

have even dried up completely with little regard for the fish wildlife and people who

rely upon healthy rivers Trout Unlimited 2002

Such overusc ofriverine resources occurs on a regular basis during years with norma

precipitation The adverse effects ofdrought could create a dire situation for the

state s aquatic ecosystems which may sufTer irreversible harm should prolonged
drought strike Colorado in the future Valuable assets at risk include the following

Fisheries

Wildlife

Biodiversity
Water quality and temperature
Aesthetics

A stark example of the ecological threat posed by drought is the increased risk of
wildfires According to information available from the National Climate Data Center
NeDe 2003 the drought of20021eft the state extremely vulnerable to wildfires

with a total of915 oo0 acres being burned statewide

Sociological implications

From a sociological pt spective substantial differences in both water resource

conditions and the sociaVeconomiclpolitical context ofpotentially impacted areas

imply a potentially broad range ofvariability in the type and extent of impacts that

might ensue from a scycre sustained drought Krannich et al 1995

In order to assess water scarcity impacts therefore anention must be focused on

specific water user communities Water user communities vary significantly within

the major river basins As our Colorado society grows population shifts and

increases are very likely A subscquent ch3pter will cover this topic further
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might the future hold

Drought will be a continuing un welcome guest to Colorado s climate Despite all
the good science applied to understanding drought considerable uncertainty exists in
trying to anticipate its arrival duration severity and departure The only thing
certain is that drought will come again

lIenz and Badini 2002 attempted 10 take a bold look into the future ofColorado s

climate from 2000 to 2075 Their look ahead shown in Table 9 favors several
periods ofstate wide drought Ofparticular concern an extended period ofdrought
appears likely within the next 50 years This result should not be considered
unrealistic given the paleoclimatc research results reported earlier

Trend anal sis ofa hlended climate data set for 3nrage
ill the major Colorado Rin r bains from 2000 to 2075

Table 9

prlcipitatio

Prec1liii tiOnT lhTrfiClors OUliPOIC
An average decade marked by an early drought and wet EI Nino
Significant multi year drought likely due to extended la Nina
Drought gives way to a mildly wet strongly EI Nino decade
Extended period of drought possible as La Nina is enhanced
EI Nino returns to bring a wet end to the decade
An extended period of above average precioitation returns
Note This outlook is exPt mental

n

Jifn
2000 2009
2010 2019
2020 2029
2030 2065
2065 2069

2072079

An extended drought may have chased the ancient Anazazi Indians from their
dwellings in the Mesa Verde area Ifa similar strong and protracted drought would
occur over the next 100 years it would cause major impacts on modem Colorado
residents and their way of life The Drought of 1999 2003 has shown that major
impacts on our quality oflife and water supplies can be inflicted by short term

drought We need to plan for the ine itablc major droughts ofthe future

The remainder ofthis compendium will present strategies and plans for dealing with
the inevitable droughts ofthe future As Colorado s population and economic bases
grow in the next century careful stewardship ofour ater supplies will be mandatory

il1101 remember Ihe paft are doom ell to repeatwho doThose

952

Philosopher
olllme I 1905

George Salltayalla 1863
Americall

J
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